SUBJECT - DEFECTIVE UH-1 WINDOW PANELS, NSN 1560-00-690-7290

OTE - THIS MESSAGE HAS NOT, REPEAT NOT, BEEN RETRANSMITTED TO
ITS SUBORDINATE TO ADDRESSEES. ADDRESSEES SHOULD IMMEDIATELY RE-
TRANSMIT THIS MESSAGE TO ALL SUBORDINATE UNITS, ACTIVITIES OR EL-
ENTS AFFECTED OR CONCERNED. THE RETRANSMITTED SHALL REFERENCE THIS
MESSAGE.

DATA RECEIVED BY THIS COMMAND POINTS TO WIDE SPREAD POSSESSION
FALUTY WINDOW PANELS. THESE ITEMS ARE DEFECTIVE BECAUSE OF THE
OLLING CONDITIONS -

UNREMOVEABLE PROTECTIVE COATING;
WINDOW HANDLES GLUED ONTO PANEL;

AGE 2 RULNETC0156 UNCLAS

THESE DEFECTS PERTAIN TO PANELS DELIVERED ON CONTRACT DAAJ01-79-
0531, SIGMA INDUSTRIES, INC.
IT IS REQUESTED THAT ALL PANELS DEFECTIVE DUE TO INABILITY TO
MOVE PROTECTIVE COATING BE SHIPPED TO CORUS CHRISTI ARMY DEPOT
ROOM MARKED FOR - TSARCOM MISSION ACCOUNT

PANELS DEFECTIVE FOR REASONS OTHER THAN REMOVAL OF PROTECTIVE
ATING SHOULD BE SCRAPPED (DISPOSE OF CO Y) IF DEFECT IS NOT
RECTIFIED AT USER LEVEL;

POINT OF CONTACT (POC), THIS COMMAND, IS DENNIS MCGUIRE, AUTOVON
93-3738/3739 OR COMMERCIAL 1-314-3738/3739;